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About Us

ReelFi is a fully decentralized, self-managed application 
protocol that allows investors to easily merge between 
crypto and watching reels with our Share-To-Earn WEB3 
Decentralized finance feature. ReelFi is accessible to 
everyone, making it easy to use. The ReelFi ecosystem is 
composed of an App that features a dualalgorithm for 
tracking views and viewers, as well as a Wallet Tracker 
(Reward Wallet) and they are available on both IOS and 
Andriod.



REELFI APP

ReelFi is introducing a revolutionary platform 
that seamlessly integrates crypto and social 
media, as we recognize that these are 
currently the most popular and trending 
topics in the world. Our team has created an
all-in-one app and token, called $ReelFi, that 
brings together the best of these worlds for 
our users



STAKING

why I need to stake ?ReelFi offers a staking program that allows users to 
increase their cryptocurrency assets passively 
through holding their tokens for a long period of 
time.
To promote community involvement and educa-
tion, the initial launch of the ReelFi platform will be 
through a web app with basic features and layout. 
By staking their $ReelFi tokens, users can earn addi-
tional tokens based on the lockup period
and amount staked, at no cost.

When you own a certain amount of cryptocurrency 
and intend to hold it for a long time, Staking is a pro-
gram where you can increase your assets significant-
ly without too much effort. It's a useful tool to help you 
earn more passive income. With the ReelFi platform, 
users will be able to stake their $ReelFi tokens and 
earn
additional tokens. This feature will be available for 
free to $ReelFi holders, allowing them to earn rewards 
for holding and supporting the platform. The goal is 
for the existing community members to have enough 
incentivization to continually participate in the 
long-term education of those newer to the space. As 
this part
of the platform/service is nothing new to the space, 
we have 
decided to stick to the most basic features and 
layout for the Web App, providing a simple and us-
er-friendly experience for all users. With the staking 
feature, ReelFi aims to provide its users with a way to 
earn additional income while supporting the platform 
and its ecosyste



Users who use the ReelFi app will be able to accumulate VIEWS and MINUTES in
their account. VIEWS are earned for each video shared that is viewed by others,
while MINUTES are earned for each video viewed (excluding the user's own
videos). The buy/sell fees generated on the weekly volume will be accumulated in
the Reward Wallet. Each week, the collected ReelFi Tokens will be distributed
among all users who generated Views or Minutes during that week.
The more Reelfi a video becomes, the greater the earnings will be. The tokens
earned can be used to make purchases in future features or can be transferred
to a personal wallet for trading (as per the LevelUp section).

The Level up system encourages the most active users of the community to
view content by rewarding them with increased earnings. As users advance
in levels, they will be incentivized to continue to share and view the content
of the entire community, making the best reelfi videos even more creative.

Each VIEW is worth 0.25, and each MINUTE is worth 1. This means that 1 minute is worth 4 times more than a view, to 
balance the rewards. Additionally, if a user reaches the LEVEL MAX, their accumulated views and minutes will be 
doubled. For example, if in one week 100K $ReelFi Tokens are accumulated in the Reward Wallet and all ReelFi users 
generate 100K VIEWS and 50K MINUTES, the single reward unit will be calculated using the following formula: 100,000 
$Reelfi / ( 100,000 * 0.25 + 50,000 * 1 ) = 1.33 $Reelfi

SHARE TO EARN

Level up system

CONVERSION FACTORS:



REELFI SWAP

ReelFi Swap offers users and developers a best-inclass 
experience using our revolutionary Swap 

ReelFiSwap is a decentralized, self-managed platformthat enables users to easily trade their tokens 
for other cryptocurrencies without the need for a centralized exchange. By routing all transactions 

directly through the user's wallet, ReelFi Swap ensures maximum security and
control over their assets while offering a seamless and efficient trading experience. 

With ReelFi Swap, users can take advantage of the best opportunities in the crypto market without 
the hassle of navigating complex platforms or worrying about the safety of their funds.

ReelFi Swap is a cutting-edge platform that allows users to 
seamlessly merge between crypto and social media. Our 
innovative swap technology streamlines the process of 
trading, enabling users to access the best opportunities 
with minimal effort. Our automation and optimization
approach eliminates the need for users to have in-depth 
knowledge of the trading process, and instead, simplifies it 
into a few easy-to-execute transactions. This reduces the 
time and effort required to find the best prices and add 
liquidity to the right places, providing a superior user
experience. ReelFi Swap is the ultimate solution for anyone 
looking to take advantage of the growing crypto market, 
without the hassle of navigating
complex trading procedures.



REELFI WALLET

Our non-custodian wallet gives users
full control over their private key, and
with it sole responsibility for protecting
their cryptocurrency.
Our crypto wallet will support lse and
eth tokens while expanding to other
blockchain in the future.



Our social network will be opened to 
everyone around the world, this will
enable users to communicate with 
each other by posting information, 
comments, messages and images.
Our social platform will also support 
ads! For the sake of revenue 
generation and high traffic from our 
users.

REELFI SOCIAL



REELFI ADS

We also plan on generating revenue
from the ads section on our 
share2earn homepage, user looking 
to advertise their Business on our 
platform will page some amount to 
the community wallet,these 
revenue generated from ads will
be distributed to holders as rewards 
for reelfi share2earn and staking 
rewards.



TOKENOMICS
ReelFi token deployed on the Binance Chain (BSC) platform.

ReelFi
0xD3513dc0DF25f60c71822E7bacaC14f9391845ffContract address

Symbol:  18Decimals: 10,000,000Total Supply:
ReelFi taxes for each transaction.Tax Fees:

Presale:30%

liquidity:18%
Staking:15%

ReelFi Rewards:22%

Marketing:5%

CEX:5%

Ecosystem development:5%

Presale : 30%

Liquidity : 18%

Staking : 15%

CEX : 5%

Ecosystem development : 5%

Marketing : 5%

ReelFi Rewards : 22%
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PHASE ONE

Reelfi official Website
Contract deployment
All social community
Mobile app development 
and sneakpeak

PHASE THREE

Post launch marketing
Mobile app launch (web version)
Staking pools activated
Team kyc
App launch on playstore

PHASE FOUR

Share to earn
Crypto wallet
Certik audit
CEX listing (Bitmart)
App launch on Apple Store

PHASE TWO

Presale pool creation
Kyc, audit and safu badge
Pre-launch marketing
Reelfi presale
Launch on PancakeSwap
Coinmarketcap and 
Coingecko
Reelfi swap



PARTNERSHIP

DEXTOOLS



CONTACT US

www.t.me/reelFi

www.twitter.com/ReelFiofficial

www.reelfi.world



THANK YOU!
Thank you for being a part of the ReelFi ecosystem and for 

helping us to make it a success. Your continued support 
and feedback is appreciated as we work to make ReelFi 

the best platform it can be. Thank you!


